RUS 111. FIRST-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, reading, writing, listening comprehension and conversation. Designed for students with no prior training in Russian. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 111, RUS 112, RUS 113.

Prerequisites: RUS 111 with D- or better

RUS 112. FIRST-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, reading, writing, listening comprehension and conversation. Designed for students with no prior training in Russian. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 111, RUS 112, RUS 113.

Prerequisites: RUS 111 with D- or better

RUS 113. FIRST-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, reading, writing, listening comprehension and conversation. Designed for students with no prior training in Russian. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 111, RUS 112, RUS 113.

Prerequisites: RUS 112 with D- or better

RUS 199. SPECIAL STUDIES. (1-16 Credits)
May be repeated for credit when topic varies. Not offered every year. This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 211. SECOND-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Further development of listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 211, RUS 212, RUS 213.

Prerequisites: RUS 113 with D- or better

RUS 212. SECOND-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Further development of listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 211, RUS 212, RUS 213.

Prerequisites: RUS 211 with D- or better

RUS 213. SECOND-YEAR RUSSIAN. (4 Credits)
Further development of listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Native and/or bilingual speakers of Russian will not receive credit for RUS 211, RUS 212, RUS 213. Completion of RUS 213 with a grade of C- or better satisfies BA requirement in foreign languages.

Prerequisites: RUS 212 with D- or better

RUS 299. SPECIAL STUDIES. (1-16 Credits)
May be repeated for credit when topic varies. Not offered every year. This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 311. THIRD-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Extensive practice in writing, reading, and speaking: refinement of grammar and pronunciation.

Recommended: RUS 213

RUS 312. THIRD-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Extensive practice in writing, reading, and speaking: refinement of grammar and pronunciation.

Recommended: RUS 311

RUS 313. THIRD-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Extensive practice in writing, reading, and speaking: refinement of grammar and pronunciation.

Recommended: RUS 312

RUS 329. SPECIAL TOPICS IN LANGUAGE, CULTURE, AND/OR LITERATURE. (1-16 Credits)
May be repeated for credit when topic varies. Not offered every year. This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 402. INDEPENDENT STUDY. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 405. READING AND CONFERENCE. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 407. SEMINAR. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 410. INTERNSHIP. (1-15 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 15 credits.

RUS 411. FOURTH-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Emphasis on developing writing, speaking, and listening skills for proficiency progressing from textbook Russian to real-life Russian. Includes vocabulary study and some grammar review. Conducted in Russian.

Recommended: RUS 313

RUS 412. FOURTH-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Emphasis on developing writing, speaking, and listening skills, so that student’s proficiency progresses from textbook Russian to real-life Russian. Includes vocabulary study and some grammar review. Conducted in Russian.

Recommended: RUS 411

RUS 413. FOURTH-YEAR RUSSIAN. (3 Credits)
Emphasis on developing writing, speaking, and listening skills, so that the student’s proficiency progresses from textbook Russian to real-life Russian. Includes vocabulary study and some grammar review. Conducted in Russian.

Recommended: RUS 412

RUS 502. INDEPENDENT STUDY. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 505. READING AND CONFERENCE. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.

RUS 507. SEMINAR. (1-16 Credits)
This course is repeatable for 16 credits.